Isometric exercise modifies autonomic baroreflex responses in humans.
The influence of brief, moderate isometric exercise on the earliest vagal and sympathetic responses to changes of afferent carotid baroreceptor activity was studied in 10 healthy young men and women. Vagal-cardiac nerve activity was estimated from changes of electrocardiographic R-R intervals, and postganglionic peroneal nerve muscle sympathetic activity was measured directly from microneurographic recordings. Carotid baroreceptor activity was altered with 5-s periods of 30 Torr pressure or suction applied to a neck chamber during held expiration. Brief handgrip (30% of maximum) significantly reduced base-line R-R intervals, did not modify reductions of R-R intervals during neck pressure, and significantly reduced increases of R-R intervals during neck suction. Handgrip did not significantly increase base-line sympathetic activity from resting levels, but it significantly diminished increases of sympathetic activity during neck pressure and augmented reductions of sympathetic activity during neck suction. Our results suggest that exercise modifies, in small but significant ways, early sympathetic and vagal responses to abrupt changes of arterial baroreceptor input in humans.